Defect-governed double-step activation and directed flame fronts.
Defects play a crucial role in physics of solids, affecting their mechanical, electromagnetic, and chemical properties. However, influence of thermal defects on wave propagation in exothermic reactions (flame fronts) still remains poorly understood at the molecular level. Here, we show that thermal behavior of the defects exhibits essential features of double-step exothermic reactions with preequilibrium. We use experiments with monolayer complex (dusty) plasma and find that it can show a double-step activation thermal behavior, similar to chemically reactive media. Furthermore, we demonstrate capabilities to control flame fronts using defects and the different dynamic regimes of the thermal defects in complex (dusty) plasmas, from a nonactivated one to being sound and self-activated (like in active soft matter). The results suggest that a range of challenging phenomena at the forefront of modern science (e.g., defect activation, flame front dynamics, reaction waves, etc.) can now be experimentally interrogated on a microscopic scale.